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A place that is used by all generations needs to be very functional as in 

terms of usage. A place where people of the house can carry out activities 

at the same time. Toilet and shower spaces are separated with walls for it 

to be easily accessible at all time .

Muqarnas is an 

ornamentation element applied 

in Islamic architecture. 

Use of abstracted form of muqarnas is used in the ceiling in the form of 

wooden installation .

Journey - the design is approached by introducing a space which is more 

open and inviting to the user , with also taking care of the privacy of the 

users.

There are 2 doors to reach the bathroom , one which connects the 

bathroom  with the main living spaces in the house and other where the 

door connects to a transition space which can in turn connect to the 

service spaces in the house .



The bathroom measures up to 6.8 sqm of 

total area excluding the wall thickness. 

The total height of the bathroom is 2.7 m
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Handrails are provided on both 

adjacent walls of the bathroom for 

safety and easy usage for the 

elderly .



Located at the arch window in the 

bathroom .

Because of it being a shared space ,it 

needs to be easily accessible for 

children . the basin is at a height where 

children can access it easily. Providing 

touch-free faucet for effortless use.

Automatic Infrared Sensor 

Touchless Faucet Bathroom



Design is based on 

aesthetics of bathroom 

ceiling . Based on 

Muqarnas, here the roof 

was abstracted in such a 

way to give a little edge to 

the design .

The play of edges and 

curves can be seen in the 

design.

Wood installation is done 

on the ceiling which hangs 

from the slab .



Design idea was to connect the 

bathroom to a outdoor space 

connected to the bathroom 

where elderly can sit till the 

bathroom is vacant if occupied. 

The design thinking was to have a seamless flow 

of space , incorporating a technique where the 

main 2 entrance door to the bathroom can be 

flushed into a wall having racks .

The toilet accessories can be hidden away . 



Wood used for to celling Wood  for basin area and rack Smooth plastered wall

Marble used for flooring Creepers used in the veranda Bronze color is used



Milano Concealed Shower Mixer
Model No.: FFAS0922-7T2500BT0

Acacia Evolution Tissue Holder
Model No.: F51387-CHADY55; 
K-1387-55-N

Acacia Evolution Towel Ring
Model No.: F51390-CHADY47; 
K-1390-47-N

Acacia Evolution Vortex Wall Hung 3/4.5l
Comp Set Wt

Model No. : CL31197-6DACTPT; 3119-WT-0

Acacia Supasleek Vessel 550mm
Model No.: CCASF412-1000410F0; 
WP-F412-WT

Moonshadow D20s Rainshower-
direct Mounting
Model No.: F46110-CHACT903; A-
6110-978-903



Design Story – Limit to 150 words per answer.

● What is the inspiration for your design?

● How does the design fulfill the need of the target users?

● How does the design fulfill the design challenge?

● How does the choice of products contribute to the purpose of the design?

Muqarnas- a form of ornamented vaulting in Islamic architecture . Muqarnas can often be seen on flat surfaces and crown doors, mihrab quarters, 

transition elements, and balconies. Generally bathroom ceilings are left unnoticed , this wood cladded ceiling installation gives a element of 

surprise .The color palette of the bathroom is carefully decided with light color scheme to emphasize more on the ceiling . Toilet and shower area 

are open from above to feel the visual continuity of the ceiling .

Considering the users , all the heights in the bathroom which are the basin ,rack ,door handle are reachable by adults and children . 

There are handles provided in the bathroom for safety of the elderly . 

Considering the usage of the bathroom it needs to have separated toilet and bathroom for more people to use at once. Providing a siting space 

for the bathroom is necessary considering the elderly ,when the bathroom is full one can sit in the veranda outside.

Here the design is modifiable. when there are children in the house ,the design approach should be free flowing instead of rigid having one 

enclosed block of space ,this creates easy movement all throughout the space.  When the bathroom is being used by more people ,the doors of 

the bathroom entrance can be opened and placed seamlessly into the wall to make it a open space used by everyone . User can access the 

whole bathroom by closing both the doors. 

By using Acacia Evolution Vortex Wall Hung 3/4.5l Comp Set Wt maximum space can be utilized in the toilet ,the sleek look of the product 

goes hand in hand with the design.

Use of touch less faucet helps in effortless use. Sometimes young kids can not seem to reach the faucet handle ,use of this touchless faucet 

tackles this issue.

Also helps to save water which is very crucial problem around the world.

Basin and shower are chosen to match with the users needs and also to match with the overall scheme of the bathroom .
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